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© An Information management system for writable optical discs.

© An information management system for writable

optical discs, including a disc (7) on which data (7a)

and management information (7b) are recorded; an

operating system (1) in which data in a read only

optical disc can be managed by means of files, the

operating system (1) having a read instruction (2)

and a write instruction (3); read control portion (5) for

changing the read instruction directed to the read

only optical disc into a read address instruction

directed to the disc (7), the read control portion (5)

Shaving: modifying and loading portion (5b) for chang-

ing the management information (7b) into mutual

information having a format of the read only optical

00 disc; internal storage (5c) for storing the mutual

information; and access changing portion (5d) re-

^ sponsive to the read instruction (2) lor switching an

access target such that the access target is the disc

W(7) when the read instruction (2) is directed to the

©data recorded on the disc (7), and that the access

^target is the internal storage (5c) when the read

instruction (2) is directed to the management in-

formation (7b) recorded on the disc (7); and write

control portion (6) for renewing the address modify-

ing information in the read control portion (5) in

response to the write instruction (3) when new data

is written in the disc (7).
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AN INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR WRITABLE OPTICAL DISCS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1 . Field of the Invention

This invention relates generally to a data pro-

cessing system, and particularly to an information

management system for writable optical compact

discs.

2. Prior Art

Recently, compact discs originally developed

for recording music have also been used for re-

cording large amounts of information. In a compact

disc information management system, a standard

format for the file structure of read-only compact

discs or CD-ROMs is produced as ISO

(International Organization for Standardization)

9660, which is disclosed in "Volume and File

Structure of CD-ROM for Information Interchange"

ISO 9660, Apr. 1 988. However, there is no informa-

tion management system for writable optical discs.

Accordingly, the writable optical discs cannot be

managed in a similar manner to an information

management system generally used for rewritable

magnetic disks, such as floppy disks and hard

disks.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention has been developed in

order to present a new and useful standard in-

formation management system for writable optical

compact discs.

It is, therefore, an object of the present inv-

neiton to provide an writable optical disc informa-

tion management system in which writable optical

discs can be managed in a similar manner to a

rewritable magnetic disk information management

system.

In accordance with the present invention there

is provided an information management system for

writable optical discs, comprising: a disc on which

data and management information for the data are

recorded; an operating system in which data in a

read only optical disc can be managed by means

of files, the operating system having a read instruc-

tion and a write instruction; read control means

responsive to the read instruction for reading the

management information and the data from the

disc, the read control means including a read ad-

dress modifying means for changing the read in-

struction directed to the read only optical disc into

5 a read address instruction directed to the disc by

using address modifying information showing a re-

lation between addresses in the management in-

formation and real addresses substantially record-

ed in the disc; and write control means for writing

io new information on the disc, the write control

means including a table rewriting means for renew-

ing the address modifying information in the read

control means in response to the write instruction

when new data is written in the disc.

15 In accordance with the present invention there

is also provided an information management sys-

tem for writable optical discs, comprising: a disc on

which data and management information for the

data are recorded; an operating system in which

20 data in a read only optical disc can be managed by

means of files, the operating system having a read

instruction and a write instruction; read control

means responsive to the read instruction for read-

ing the management information and the data from

25 the disc, the read control means including: modify-

ing and loading means for changing the manage-

ment information into mutual information having a

format of the read only optical disc; internal storage

means for storing the mutual information; and ac-

30 cess changing means responsive to the read in-

struction for switching an access target such that

the access target is the disc when the read instruc-

tion is directed to the data recorded on the disc,

and that the access target is the internal storage

35 when the read instruction is directed to the man-

agement information recorded on the disc, whereby

the read control means changes the read instruc-

tion directed to the read only optical disc into a

read address instruction directed to the disc by

40 using the mutual information; and write control

means for writing new information on the disc and

for renewing the address modifying information in

the read control means in response to the write

instruction when new data is written in the disc.

45 in accordance with the present invention there

is further provided an information management

system for writable optical discs, comprising: a

disc on which data and management information

for the data are recorded; an operating system in

so which data in a read only optical disc can be

managed by means of files, the operating system

having a read instruction and a write instruction;

read control means responsive to the read instruc-

tion for reading the management information and

the data from the disc, the read control means

2
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including; first modifying and loading means for

changing the management information into inter-

mediate information; internal storage means for

storing the intermediate information; second modi-

fying and loading means for changing the inter-

mediate information into mutual information having

the format of the read only optical disc; and access

changing means responsive to the read instruction

for switching an access target such that the access

target is the disc when the read instruction is

directed to the data recorded on the disc, and that

the access target is the internal storage when the

read instruction is directed to the management

information recorded on the disc, whereby the read

control means changes the read instruction direct-

ed to the read only optical disc into a read address

instruction directed to the disc by using the mutual

information; and write control means for writing new

information on the disc and for renewing the ad-

dress modifying information in the read control

means in response to the write instruction when

new data is written in the disc.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The object and features of the present inven-

tion will become more readily apparent from the

following detailed description of the preferred em-

bodiments taken in conjunction with the accom-

panying drawings in which:

Fig. 1 is a general block diagram of an

information management system for writable optical

discs according to the present invention;

Fig. 2 is a block diagram of the information

management system according to a first embodi-

ment of the present invention;

Fig. 3 is a block diagram of the information

management system according to a second em-

bodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 4 is a block diagram of the information

management system according to a third embodi-

ment of the present invention;

Fig. 5 is a block diagram of the information

management system according to the fourth em-

bodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 6a is a detailed block diagram of the

information management system of Fig. 5;

Fig. 6b is a block diagram showing a reading

process in the information management system of

Fig. 5;

Fig. 7A is a block diagram showing a data

management system of directries;

Fig. 7B is a directory file of the directry BBB
of Fig. 7A;

Fig. 7C is a directory file of a sub directory

E of the directory BBB;

Fig. 7D is a path table which is defined by

the ISO 9660 format;

Fig. 7E is an example of a directory file

address changing table used in the present inven-

5 tion;

Fig. 8A is a directory structure showing a

state that a new directory DD is produced as

another sub directory of the directory BBB;

Fig. 8B is a directory file showing a state

70 that an entory of the directory DD is added to the

directory file of the directory BBB;

Fig. 8C is a path table showing a state that

the record of the directory DD is inserted into the

path table of Fig. 7D;

is Fig. 8D is a directory file address changing

table showing a state that the directory file address

changing table of Fig. 7E is rewriten in response to

the insertion of the directory DD;

Fig. 9 is a directory structure showing a

20 state that when the directory file of the directory

BBB is renewed, the parent directory ROOT, and

sub directory D, E, and F must be also renewed in

the application of the ISO 9660 standard;

Fig. 10 shows a change of the directory file

25 address changing table and a historical information

on renewing this table in the internal storage;

Fig. 11 shows an insertion of a path table

record into the path table of Fig. 7D;

Fig. 12 is a flowchart of a program of a file

30 reading process;

Fig. 13 is a flowchart of a program of an

initialization process;

Fig. 14 is a flowchart of an access changing

process in the information management system of

35 Fig. 2;

Fig. 1 5 is a flowchart of an access changing

process in the information management system of

Fig. 3;

Fig. 16 is a flowchart of a program of a file

40 writing process; and

Fig. 17 is a flowchart of a program of a

directory renewing process.

The same or corresponding elements and parts

45 are designated at like reference numerals throught

the drawings.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

50

In the following description, the information

management system for write once read multiple

optical discs (WORM discs) will be described as a

55 writable optical disc management system.

With reference to Fig. 1, the information man-

agement system generally comprises an operating

system (OS) 1 in which data in a read only optical

3
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disc (CD-ROM) can be managed by means of files,

a WORM disc control portion 4 including read

control means 5 and write control means 6 having

a table rewriting means 61, and WORM disc 7

having data 7a and management information 7b for

the data 7a. The OS 1 is a part of the computer

system (not shown) having a combination of an

input/output port, a CPU, and memories, and an

optical disc is used for memory means of the

computer system. The OS 1 includes a CD-ROM
management portion 11. Usualy, a read instruction

2 from the CD-ROM management portion 11 is

processed in a CD-ROM control portion 8 to read

data out of a CD-ROM. In the WORM disc control

portion 4, the WORM information data. 7a is treated

by the CD-ROM management portion 11 as CD-

ROM information data with the function of the CD-

ROM control portion 8 being emulated. Therefore,

it is not necessary that whether or not the disc is of

WORM is determined in the CD-ROM management

portion 11. As one example of the above-men-

tioned emulating method, the read control means 5

has read address modifying means 5a for changing

a read instruction 2 directed to the CD-ROM into a

corresponding read address instruction directed to

the WORM disc 7 by using address modifying

information which is a table showing a relation

between data addresses in the management in-

formation 7b and real addresses recorded in the

WORM disc 7, and the write control means 6 has

address modifying information renewing means 6a

for renewing address modifying information in the

read address modifying means 5a in accordance

with a writing instruction 3 when adding or renew-

ing data.

As shown in Fig. 2, the read control means 5

generally includes modifying and loading means 5b

for changing the management information 7b into

mutual information having a form of CD-ROM, an

internal storage 5c for storing the mutual informa-

tion, and access changing means 5d for switching

an access target such that the access target is the

WORM disc 7 when the read instruction 2 is di-

rected to the data 7a, and that the access target is

the internal storage 5c when the read instruction 2

is directed to the management information 7b. In

the modifying and loading means 5b, if the WORM
disc 7 is changed or if the OS 1 is initially started,

the managament information 7b is changed into

management information whose format is defined

by the CD-ROM management portion 11, e.g. into

information of a path table and volume descriptor

of ISO. 9660, and such changed information is

transmitted to the internal storage 5c. In the inter-

nal storage 5c, the transmitted information is stored

therein. The access switching means 5d deter-

mines whether the read instruction 2 is for a

WORM disc access or for an internal storage ac-

cess.

In the case of WORM disc 7, sorted informa-

tion in the internal storage 5c is not required to be

rewrited on the WORM disc 7. In other words,

5 when reading is executed, the sorted information is

read from the internal storage 5c without direct

reading from the WORM disc 7. When renewing

informaiton, historical information showing such

changed contents is recorded on the WORM disc

w 7. After the WORM disc 7 is changed into another

disc, the information in the internal storage 5c is

changed into information reformed from the histori-

cal information. Owing to this internal storage 5c, a

shorter reading process can be achieved.

15 Besides, as shown in Fig. 3 t the read control

means 5 may include first modifying and loading

means 5e, second modifying and loading means

5f, an internal storage 5c' f and access switching

means 5d'. In the first modifying and loading

20 means 5e, when the WORM disc 7 is changed, or

when the OS 1 is initially started, the management

information 7b in the WORM disc 7 is changed into

intermediate management information to transmit to

the internal storage 5c'. In the internal storage 5c',

25 the internal management information is stored

therein. In the access switching means 5d', the

read instruction 2 is determined as either a WORM
disc access or an internal storage access. In the

second modifying and loading means 5f, the inter-

30 mediate management information is changed into

management information having a predetermined

format. In the CD-ROM management portion 11 of

the OS 1 , necessary management information such

as a path table (PT) is stored therein to achieve

35 high speed data processings.

If the management information in the internal

storage 5c is rewrited in a writing process of the

WORM disc 7, there is the case that such stored

management information is different from the man-

40 agement information in the internal storage 5c.

Owing to this, as shown in Fig. 4, the OS 1

have a manegement information buffer 110 in order

to achieve the above-mentioned high speed data

processings. The management information which is

45 different from the management information in the

internal storage 5c is cleared by a clear interrupting

instruction 31 sent from the write control means 6

after the writing, process is performed. In the case

that the OS 1 does not have any function by which

so the clear interrupting instruction 31 can be ac-

• cepted, the read control means 5 may have a disc

changing flag 5g as shown in Fig. 5.

in Fig. 5, the disc changing flag 5g is provided

for determining whether or not a path table in the

55 internal storage 5c is rewrited. In this case, the CD-

ROM management portion 1 1 of the OS 1 sends a

media check instruction 21 as a previous process

of information reading to determine whether the

4
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disc is changed or not This is because if the disc

is changed, the stored management information in

the management information buffer 110 becomes

invalid. When the disc is changed, the disc chang-

ing flag 5g is standed, i.e. ON state. Meanwhile,

when the stored management information is re-

writed, the disc changing flag 5g is also standed,

and a status 1 showing that the disc is changed is

returned to the CD-ROM management portion after

the madia check instruction 21 is received by the

read control means 5. Then, in the management

information buffer 110, the information stored there-

in is cleared, and a new read instruction of new

management information is sent to the access

switching means 5d. In this case, practically, the

disc is not changed, but the management informa-

tion in the internal storage 5c is merely rewrited.

In the following description, it is assumed that

a read only optical disc or CD-ROM 7 is formatted

on the basis of the ISO 9660. In the case that this

CD-ROM is managed by the CD-ROM manage-

ment portion 1 1, it is also assumed that the OS 1 is

MS-DOS, that the CD-ROM management portion

11 is MS CD-Extension (MS-DOS extension file

system for ISO 9660, Micro Soft Co.), and that the

WORM disc control portion 4 is presented by basic

input/output system of MS-DOS. Fig. 6a is a de-

tailed block diagram of the information manage-

ment system of Fig. 5, and Fig. 6b is a block

diagram showing a reading process in the informa-

tion management system of Fig. 5. In the format

defined by the ISO 9660, volume information 81,

path table 82, directry file 83, and data file 84 are

recorded in the CD-ROM. The volume information

81 includes information for the system, volume

identifier, and volume descriptor having a location

and size information of the path table. In the

WORM disc 7, volume information 85 including the

volume information 81 and initializing information of

the WORM disc, path table information 86 having

historical information, directry file 87, and data file

88 are generally recorded. The volume information

85 and the path table information 86 corresponds

to the managemant informaiton in Fig. 5. The direc-

tory file 87 and the data file 88 are recorded on the

basis of the above-mentioned ISO 9660 format. In

Fig. 6b, a numeral 520 denotes volume descriptor

(VD) and path table (PT) which are sorted and

reformed in the internal storage 5c, and a numeral

521 denotes directry file address changing table

(OFT).

Here, prior to describing the reading process in

the information management system of Figs. 6a

and 6b of the present invention, directry file (DF)

and PT structure and renewing process in the

above-mentioned ISO 9660 standard will be de-

scribed with reference to Figs. 7A to 1 1 for a better

understanding of the present invention.

Fig. 7A is a block diagram showing a data

management system of directries, and ROOT,

AAA, BBB, CCCCC, and A to K shows DFs. FILE 1

and FILE 2 are files stored in the directory E, and

5 FILE 3 is a file stored in the directory BBB. Fig. 7B

is a DF of the directry BBB in such directory file

structure of Fig. 7A, and Fig. 7C is a DF of a sub

directory E of the directory BBB. In each DFs

defined by the ISO 9660 format, entories of the

10 corresponding directories are provided therein.

Each entory is management information having at

least a file name, a directory name, recording posi-

tion, and a file size. For example, as shown in Fig.

7C, the DF of the directory E includes an entory

15 701 of itself, i.e. the directory E, an entory 702 of

the dectory BBB, an entory 703 of the FILE 1 , an

entory 704 of the FILE 2, an entory 705 of the sub

directory J, and an entory 706 of the sub directory

K.

20 Fig. 7D is a path table which is defined by the

ISO 9660 format, and which is a directory manage-

ment table showing a reference relation between

the directories. The path table has byte-length 770

of directories, DF addresses 771 which are re-

25 corded with vertual addresses, parent directory

numbers 772 which are shown by numbers 1 to 15

in Fig. 7A, and directry names 773.

Fig. 7E is a DFT used in the present invention.

The internal storage 5c has the DFT for changing a

30 vertual address 707 defined in a directory informa-

tion area into a corresponding real address 708.

Since any vertual address 707 can be calculated

from the top address, it is not necessary to be

record therin. For example, the vertual address of

35 the directory BBB is a logical block number (LBN)

102, this means that the directory BBB is recorded

in the real address RLBN k on the WORM disc 7.

The OS extension portion 1 1 reads data on the CD-

ROM in every block unit.

40 Fig. 8A is a directory structure showing a state

that a new directory DD is produced as another

sub directory of the directory BBB. In this case, an

entory of the directory DD is added to the DF of

the directory BBB as shown in Fig. 8B, and also

45 the record of the directory DD is inserted into the

path table as shown in Fig. 8C. When the new DF

of the directory BBB of Fig. 8B is additionally

recorded on the WORM disc 7, the real address of

previous DF of the. directory BBB is changed into

so the same of new DF of the directory BBB. For

example, in Fig. 6B, the real address of the DF of

the directory BBB is changed from RLBN k to

RLBN n.

In the application of the ISO 9660 standard,

55 when the DF of the directory BBB is renewed, the

parent directory ROOT, and sub directory D, E,

and F must be also renewed as shown in Fig. 9.

This is because if the real address of the directory

5
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BBB is changed with the DF of the directory BBB
being additionally recorded on the WORM disc 7,

and the entories of the directory BBB in the parent

directory and sub directories are not changed.

Thus, since the DFs of corresponding directories

must be sequentially changed due to renewing of

only one DF, in the case of a DF having many

hierarcies, overhead in such renewing processes

becomes so large.

In the present invention, to overcome such a

disadvantage of the overhead, the vertual address-

es VLBN are determined in the DF, and the DFT is

provided for showing a corespondence between

the vertual addresses VLBN and the real addresses

RLBN. Therefore, if the real addresses are

changed, the corresponding DF is not necessary to

be changed, i.e. only the relation in the DFT 521 is

renewed as shown in Fig. 8D. For example, when

the directory BBB is renewed, only the real ad-

dress of the DFT 521 is changed from RLBN k to

RLBN n. Besides, the PT and DFT stored in the

internal storage 5c are directly rewrited by the

writing control means 6, and historical information

thereof is additionally recorded in the WORM disc

7.

Fig. 10 shows a change of the DFT and a

historical information on renewing this DFT in the

internal storage 5c, and Fig. 1 1 shows a change of

the PT on renewing this PT. In Fig. 10, a numeral

96 denotes a DFT produced after the record of the

DD is added to the DFT of Fig. 7E, i.e. a real

address RLBN (n-1) of the DD is recorded at the

location of a vertual address VLBN 115. A numeral

97 shows a DFT after renewing thereof. A numeral

99 denotes a historical information produced in this

renewing process, and this historical information

includes a vertual address 990 and a ral address

991. In Fig. 11, a numeral 90 shows a PT before

changing, and a numeral 95^ shows a PT after

changed. When a PT record Y of the directory DD
is inserted between a portion 91 placed upper than

an insert portion 2 of the PT 90 and a portion 92

placed lower than the same, the lower portion 92

corresponding to a relocation amount 4' is re-

located to a distination 3' by the same recod

amount as the PT record l\ and the PT record 1

is inserted therebetween. At this time, the parent

directory numbers of the directories J and K are

also changed so that these parent directry numbers

are increased by one from a parent directory num-

ber increment starting portion 5'. Therefore, the

historical information 99 is necessary to include at

least the PT record \ which is to be inserted, the

insert portion 2 in which the PT record l' is

inserted, the distination 3', the relocation amount 4

of information which is to be relocated, and the

parent directory number increment starting portion

5'.

Thus, the information amount of historical in-

formation is formed of approximately tens of bytes.

Since information is generally recorded on the

WORM disc 7 every hundreds of bytes in a phys-

5 ical sector, a vertual address of a DF which is to be

subsequently produced and an area information

indicating the top address of unused area in the

WORM disc 7 can be also recorded in the re-

maning area thereof.

10 When a file is renewed, the real address of the

corresponding DF is changed by renewing the DF.

. However, since the corresponding DFT stored in

the internal storage 5c is rewrited and the historical

information is recorded on the WORM disc 7, any

75 change of the PT is not required.

The operation of the information management

system for writable optical discs according to the

present invention will be described hereinbelow

with reference to Figs. 12 to 17. Fig. 12 is a

20 flowchart of a program of a file reading process. In

a first step 201 of this flowchart, a file read instruc-

tion is outputted to the OS management portion 1

1

from the OS 1. In a step 202 following the step

201 , a media check instruction MCI is sent to the

25 read control means 5 from the OS management

portion 11. In a step 203 following the step 202,

read control means 6 determines whether a disc 7

is changed or not. When the disc 7 is changed, the

program advances to a step 204. When the disc is

30 not changed, the program advances to a step 205.

In the step 204, an initialization process is per-

formed.

Fig. 13 is a flowchart of a program of an

initialization process. In a first step 217 of Fig. 13, a

35 volume information 85 is read out of a predeter-

mined address in the WORM 7. In a step 218

following the step 217, a locaton of historical in-

formation and a area determining information indi-

cative of a condition for the determination of the

40 area in the access changing means 5d are defined.

In the step 219 following the step 218, desired

management information is reformed in the internal

storage 5c with historical information in the WORM
disc 7 being read out therefrom. The process of

45 the step 219 is performed in the modifying and

loading means 5b of Fig. 2 or the first modifying

and loading means 5e of Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, the

management information is of intermediate type.

Finally, in the step 220 following the step 219, the

50 disc changing flag 5g is standed, the program

advances to a step 206.

Meanwhile, in the step 205 following the step

203, it is determined whether the disk changing

flag 5g is stand (ON-state) or not (OFF-state).

55 When the disc changing flag 5g is in ON-state,

signal status "1" is sent to the OS 1, and the

program advances to the step 206. When the disc

changing flag 5g is in OFF-state, signal status "0"

6
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is sent to the OS 1 , and the program advances to

the step 206. Thus, the steps 203, 204 and 205 are

forms a media check means.

In the step 206, it is determined whether the

signal status of the media check resultant is
"1

" or

M
0
M

. When the signal status is "1", the program

advances to a step 207. When the signal status is

"0", the program advances to a step 212. In the

step 207 following the step 206, the OS extention

portion 11 sends a VD read instruction to the

access changing menas 5d, and the program ad-

vances to a step 208. In the step 208, an access

changing process of the access changing means

5d is performed.

Fig. 14 is a flowchart of an access changing

process in the information management system of

Fig. 2. In a first step 222 of the Fig. 14, VLBN x is

sent from the OS-extention portion 11 to the ac-

cess changing means 5d. In the step 224 following

the step 222, it is determined whether or not the

VLBN x is an access directed to the internal stor-

age 5c on the basis of the area determining in-

formation defined by the above-mentioned initial-

zing process. For example, in the Fig. 6b, the first

VLBN x shows VLBN 16, and the area determining

information shows addresses from VLBN 00 to

VLBN (d-1). When the VLBN x is directed to the

internal storage 5c, the program advances to a step

225. When the VLBN x is not directed to the

internal storage 5c, the program advances to a step

226. In the step 225, the VD reformed and stored

in the internal storage 5c by initializing process is

read out to be tramsmit to the OS 1. In the step

226 following the step 224, it is determined wheth-

er or not the VLBN x is an access directed to the

DF, i.e. to WORM disc 7. When the VLBN x is

directed to the DF, the program advances to a step

227. When the VLBN x is not directed to the DF,

the program advances to a step 228. In the step

227 following the step 226, the VLBN x is changed

into a corresponding RLBN x with reference to the

DFT in the internal storage 5c. Then, in a step

227a following the step 227, the RLBN x is read

out of the WORM disc 7. In the step 228 following

the step 226, the VLBN x is read out of the WORM
disc 7 because the addresses of the data area is

the same as that of the WORM disc 7.

Fig. 15 is a flowchart of an access changing

process in the information management system of

Fig. 3. In a first step 229 of the Fig. 15, VLBN x is

sent from the OS-extention portion 11 to the ac-

cess changing means 5d\ In the step 231 following

the step 229, it is determined whether or not the

VLBN x is an access directed to the internal stor-

age 5c' on the basis of the area determining in-

formation defined by the above-mentioned initializ-

ing process. When the VLBN x is directed to the

internal storage 5c', the program advances to a

step 232. When the VLBN x is not directed to the

internal storage 5c', the program advances to a

step 234.

In the step 232, a VLBN x is reformed from the

5 intermediate management information stored in the

internal storage 5c'. In a step 233 following the

step 232, the reformed VLBN x is transmitted to

the OS 1. The steps 232 and 233 are performed in

the second modifying and loading portion 5f. In the

70 step 234 following the step 231, it is determined

whether or not the VLBN x is an access directed to

the DF, i.e. to WORM disc 7. When the VLBN x is

directed to the DF, the program advances to a step

235. When the VLBN x is not directed to the DF,

75 the program advances to a step 236. In the step

235 following the step 234, the VLBN x is changed

into a corresponding RLBN x with reference to the

DFT in the internal storage 5c'. Then, in a step

235a following the step 235, the RLBN x is read

20 out of the WORM disc 7. In the step 236 following

the step 234, the VLBN x is read out of the WORM
disc 7 because the addresses of the data area is

the same as that of the WORM disc 7.

Turning to Fig. 12, in a step 209 following to

25 the step 208, .a PT read instruction deribed from a

location information in the VD is sent to the access

changing means 5d, and the program advances to

a step 210. For instance, in Fig. 6B, the PT read

instruciton is VLBN xx. The step 210 has the same

30 function as the step 208. In the step 210, a PT

reformed in the internal storage 5c is read out to

transmit to the OS 1. In a step 211 following the

step 210, the contents of the PT derived from the

step 210 is stored in the management information

35 buffer 110 in the OS 1. In Figs. 6A and 6B, the

read instruction 2 is sent to the CD-ROM control

portion 8 to merely read out the corresponding

VLBN x. In the read control portion 5, it is deter-

mined whether the read instruction 2 is an access

40 directed to an address of the management informa-

tion area, e.g. an address from VLBN 00 to VLBN

99, an access directed to an address of the DF

area, e.g. an address from VLBN 100 to VLBN (d-

1), or an address of the data area, e.g. an access

45 directed to an address from VLBN d to the last.

When the access is directed to the management

information, the address of the management in-

formation stored in the internal storage 5c is read

out. When the access is directed to the data, the

so address of the RLBN m on the WORM disc 7 is

read out.

In the step 212 following the step 211 or the

step 206, the DF of the disired file is searched by

using the PT stored in the management information

55 buffer 110. In a step 213 following the step 212, a
§

DF read instruction deribed from a location in-

formation in the PT is sent to the access changing

means 5d, and the program advances to a step

7
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214. For example, in the case that the FILE 3 of

the directory BBB of Fig. 8B is read out, a PT read

instruction VLBN 102 is outputted to the access

changing means 5d, and the VLBN 102 is deter-

mined as an instruction directed to the sector in the

DF by the access changing means 5d. Since the

step 214 has the same function as the step 208, in

the step 227 of the step 214, the VLBN 102 is

changed into the RLBN n by the DFT 521 . Then, in

the step 227a, the DF of the BBB is read out from

the WORM disc 7. In a step 215 following the step

214, file read instruction VLBN m is outputted to

the acces changing means 5d, and the program

advances to a step 216. Since the step 216 has the

same function as the step 208, the desired file is

outputted by the step 216, i.e. in the OS extension

portion 11, the location (VLBN m) and size of the

FILE 3 are determined by using the entory of the

FILE 3 in the DF of the read out BBB, and the file

read instruction is outputted to the access chang-

ing means 5d. Then, the FILE 3 is read out by the

step 228 in the step 216.

Fig. 16 is a flowchart of a program of a file

writing process. In a first step 237 of this flowchart,

a file write instruction 3 is outputted to the write

control means 6 from the OS 1. In a step 238

following the step 237, a target DF is searched

from the management information in the internal

storage 5c. In a step 239 following the step 238, a

DF read instruction is outputted to the read control

means 5. In a step 240 following to the step 239,

the same read processing as the step 208 in Fig.

12 is performed. Then, in a step 241 following the

step 240, the contents of the DF is additionally

recorded on the WORM disc 7. In a step 242

following the step 241, the DF is also recorded

after the DF is renewed. In a step 243 following the

step 242, the real address of the DFT in the

internal storage 5c is changed into the address of

the newly added DF. This step 243 is performed in

the table rewriting means 61. In the step 244

following the step 243, the historical information of

the DFT is recorded on the WORM disc 7.

Fig. 17 is a flowchart of a program of a direc-

tory renewing process. In a first step 245 of this

flowchart, a directory producing instruction 3 is

outputted to the write control means 6 from the OS
1 . In a step 246 following the step 245, a DF of the

directory to be produced is made. In a step 247

following the step 246, the DFT and the PT in the

internal storage 5c are rewrited. For example, in

the case that the new directory DD is added to the

BBB as shown in Fig. 8A, the DFT of Fig. 7E is

rewrited to the DFT of Fig. 8D, and the PT of Fig.

7D is rewrited to the PT ef Fig. 8C. This step 247

is performed in the table rewriting means 61. In a

step 248 following the step 247, the disc changing

flag 5g is standed. In the step 249 following the

step 248, such newly produced DF is recorded on

the WORM disc 7. Finally, in a step 250 following

the step 249, the historical information of the new

DF is also recorded on the WORM disc 7.

s At this time, since the OS extension portion 1

1

operating as a CD-ROM management portion has

no writing function, it is required that the writing

process therefor is programed in the OS 1 or the

write control means 6.

10 As will be understood from the above descrip-

tion, since wether the using disc is CD-ROM or

WORM disc is no ielation to the information man-

agement system of the invention, WORM disc can

be used in the same manner as the CD-ROM
15 having the ISO 9660 format.

IF the amount of the historical information is

large, since the reforming time of historical in-

formation becomes long, in order to achieve a high

speed processings, the corresponding PT in the

20 internal storage 5c may be recorded on the WORM
disc 7 when a constant amount of the historical

information is produced or when the WORM disc is

changed.

Besides, in order to save the recording area of

25 the WORM disc 7, a mapping table in which the

real addresse is put together in every predeter-

mined amount of the real addresses may be pro-

duced in the WORM disc 7. For example, the

mapping table is formed 100 blocks of the real

30 address as one page. For instance, in the data

location of the WORM disc 7 of Fig. 6B, although

partitions are provided in every predetermined in-

terval, the interval does not always meet with the

amount of information. However, if a page location

35 in the WORM disc 7 is recorded in the mapping

table, the recording area can be efficiently used.

In addition, in the present invention, although

the ISO 9660 format is used in the OS extension

portion 1 1 for the description of the present inven-

40 tion, the CD-ROM information management portion

may be made on the basis of another format.

The above-described embodiments are just ex-

amples of the present invention, and therefore, it

will be apparent for those skilled in the art that

45 many modifications and variations may be made
without departing from the scope of the present

invention.

An information management system for writ-

able optical discs, including a disc (7) on which

so data (7a) and management information (7b) are

recorded; an operating system (1) in which data in

a read only optical disc can be managed by means

of files, the operating system (1) having a read

instruction (2) and a write instruction (3); read con-

55 trol portion (5) for changing the read instruction

directed to the read only optical disc into a read

address instruction directed to the disc (7), the

read control portion (5) having: modifying and load-

8
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ing portion (5b) for changing the management in-

formation (7b) into mutual information having a

format of the read oniy optical disc; internal storage

(5c) for storing the mutual information; and access

changing portion (5d) responsive to the read in-

struction (2) for switching an access target such

that the access target is the disc (7) when the read

instruction (2) is directed to the data recorded on

the disc (7), and that the access target is the

internal storage (5c) when the read instruction (2) is

directed to the management information (7b) re-

corded on the disc (7); and write control portion (6)

for renewing the address modifying information in

the read control portion (5) in response to the write

instruction (3) when new data is written in the disc

(7).

Claims

1 . An information management system for writ-

able optical discs, comprising:

(a) a disc on which data and management

information for said data are recorded;

(b) an operating system in which data in a

read only optical disc can be managed by means

of files, said operating system having a read in-

struction and a write instruction;

(c) read control means responsive to said

read instruction for reading said management in-

formation and said data from said disc, said read

control means including a read address modifying

means for changing said read instruction directed

to said read only optical disc into a read address

instruction directed to said disc by using address

modifying information showing a relation between

addresses in said management information and

real addresses substantially recorded in said disc;

and

(d) write control means for writing new in-

formation on said disc, said write control means

including a table rewriting means for renewing said

address modifying information in said read control

means in response to said write instruction when

new data is written in said disc.

2. An information management system as

claimed in Claim 1, wherein said data is recorded

on the basis of ISO 9660 format.

3. An information management system for writ-

able optical discs, comprising:

(a) a disc on which data and management

information for said data are recorded;

(b) an operating system in which data in a

read only optical disc can be managed by means

of files, said operating system having a read in-

struction and a write instruction;

(c) read control means responsive to said

read instruction for reading said management in-

formation and said data from said disc, said read

control means including:

5 (i) modifying and loading means for changing said

management information into mutual information

having a format of said read only optical disc;

(ii) internal storage means for storing said mutual

information; and

w (iii) access changing means responsive to said

read instruction for switching an access target such

that said access target is said disc when said read

instruction is directed to said data recorded on said

disc, and that said access target is said internal

75 storage when said read instruction is directed to

said management information recorded on said

disc, whereby said read control means changes

said read instruction directed to said read only

optical disc into a read address instruction directed

20 to said disc by using said mutual information; and

(d) write control means for writing new in-

formation on said disc and for renewing said ad-

dress modifying information in said read control

means in response to said write instruction when

25 new data is written in said disc.

4. An information management system as

claimed in Claim 3, wherein said data is recorded

on the basis of ISO 9660 format

30 5. An information management system as

claimed in Claim 3, wherein said internal storage

has a directory information address changing table

used for changing a vertual address defined in a

directory information area into a corresponding

35 read address.

6. An information management system as

claimed in Claim 5, wherein new directory file is

added, a real address in said directory information

address changing table is changed into an address

40 corresponding to said new added directory file by

said write control means.

7. An information management system as

claimed in Claim 3, wherein said operating system

has a management information buffer means for

45 storing management information showing a relation

between directories.

8. An information management system as

claimed in Claim 7, wherein said management in-

formation stored in said management information

so buffer is cleared after said new data is written in

said disc.

9. An information management system 'for writ-

able optical discs, comprising:

(a) a disc on which data and management

55 information for said data are recorded;
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(b) an operating system in which data in a

read only optical disc can be managed by means

of files, said operating system having a read in-

struction and a write instruction;

(c) read control means responsive to said

read instruction for reading said management in-

formation and said data from said disc, said read

control means including:

(i) first modifying and loading means for changing

said management information into intermediate in-

formation;

(ii) internal storage means for storing said inter-

mediate information;

(iii) second modifying and loading means for

changing said intermediate information into mutual

information having said format of said read only

optical disc; and

(iv) access changing means responsive to said

read instruction for switching an access target such

that said access target is said disc when said read

instruction is directed to said data recorded on said

disc, and that said access target is said internal

storage when said read instruction is directed to

said management information recorded on said

disc, whereby said read control means changes

said read instruction directed to said read only

optical disc into a read address instruction directed

to said disc by using said mutual information; and

(d) write control means for writing new in-

formation on said disc and for renewing said ad-

dress modifying information in said read control

means in response to said write instruction when

new data is written in said disc.

10. An information management system as

claimed in Claim 9, wherein said data is recorded

on the basis of ISO 9660 format.

11. An information management system as

claimed in Claim 9, wherein said internal storage

has a directory information address changing table

used for changing a vertual address defined in a

directory information area into a corresponding real

address.

12. An information management system as

claimed in Claim 11, wherein when new directory

file is added, a real address in said directory in-

formation address changing table is- changed into

an address corresponding to said new added direc-

tory file by said write control means.

13. An information management system as

claimed in Claim 9, wherein said operating system

has a management information buffer means for

storing management information showing a relation

between directories.

14. An information management -system as

claimed in Claim 13, wherein said management

information stored in said management information

buffer is cleared after said new data is written in

said disc.
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